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[30:15]  Greetings, Beloveds, It is I, Michael.   I come not just as an Archangel.  I come in 
the configuration of a Lord of Light, in that Quadratic Configuration, with myself, 
Metatron, Melchizedek, and Uriel.  And we are the orchestrators of this Light 
Conference.  We are the primary Teachers and presenters of what is to be activated and 
brought into your elevation, activation.   
 
This whole Conference will prepare you for an Initiation, another Initiation into Light 
Body.  As you know, the first two Initiations were very potent Energetics.  It changed 
your Consciousness tremendously.  It empowered you at a level that you had not known 
in this body.  And this is another massive Initiation into the Light Body, into and 
providing a level of Ascension that humans in this time sequence have not seen. 
 
And you, as we have told you, are the fore-runners, the ones in the physical body that 
will transform not only the physical body but the Consciousness of all humanity, as well 
as elevate your Consciousness to a level that you had not expected in a body. 
 
So, understand that you are so supported in this Crucible to attain these levels of 
Initiation and Ascension.  You have every Angelic Presence around you, to hold you and 
uplift you.  You have all of the Master Realm and their expertise as they ascended the 
Earthly density.  You have the great Teachers and Lords of Light, who bring forth the 
Energetics that help the Energetics transform into a more Light expression of yourself, 
both physically, mentally, mental-emotionally, and in your Consciousness.  You have all 
of the great Star Beings of all the Star Gates:  the Andromeda Galaxy, who has gifted us 
with an Etheric Crystal that holds these massive Energies as we introduce them and as 
you embody them.  This helps the Earth tremendously.  It helps the Crystalline Grid. 
 
As you know, there are three levels.  We have talked about this before.  And the primary 
purpose of the Angelic Portal was to clear that first level, the level that you know of, the 
more physical level.  And for the great part, because of what you are doing and what 
each one of you contributes in the Grid Masters transmissions, we want to report to you 
that for a great deal of that first level has been cleared.  And we will monitor that and 
keep that at a substantial level, because through this Initiation and through you, that 
second level will begin to be entered through the Andromeda Galaxy and all of the 
things that they held for Earth, when Earth fell to such an extent -- all of the massive 
Crystals they held energetically and precisely.  
 
So the second level we will begin, starting in 2021, we will begin to work not only at that 
first level to enhance the Crystals in that first level and clear any distortion.  But we as a 
group will begin to enter that second level.  And it will bring not only – It does need 
clearing, but there are a lot of very valuable Energetics stored in that level. 
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[36:16]  And so, this is what we are going to address in these three Conferences.   
This is what is going to come in the Energetics in the various things that we will present 
to you over the three days. 
 
So, with that said, we want to assure you that everything is attended to, that you are 
fully, fully supported in any way that is necessary, so that you will be uplifted in the 
most auspicious way that you can be uplifted and changed into that more refined Being 
of Light that you had forgotten. 
 
So, with that, we would like to close this meeting.  And we look forward to the 
beginning of our Conference.  We look forward to being with you in Unity and in Love. 
 
And as the final piece of this call, we would like to present to you a musical rendition of 
just how supported you are at that Angelic level. 
 
So now, take a deep breath, and allow yourself not only to enjoy but to really receive 
the upliftment and the time that we are together.  And when we are not together how 
you are fully Loved and supported. 
 
Enjoy!  And we look forward to this Conference…… 
 
 
The session ended with the beautiful song provided by Kimberly : 
“In the Arms of the Angel” by  Sarah McLachlan 
 
 
 


